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Team-taught 
classes more 
. 
challenging 
for students 
By JESSICA iAKER 
Administration editor 
Some professors say they believe team-taught 
courses benefit students more than a class taught by 
only one faculty member. 
Charles Evans, assistant vice president .for 
academic affairs, said although there are only a few 
team-taught classes at Eastern, he believes it is an 
intellectual exercise for students. 
''I think it is very enjoyable and helpful for faculty 
members and students," Evans said. "Each faculty 
member teaches the course, but talks about the same 
phenomenon from different points of view." 
The one team-taught course at Eastern, 3001C-
&WY\Yal Qf R\\maQity: The Future of Society, has 
shJ>wri that this ~of teaching can be effective. 
Survival of Humanity has been taught at Eastern 
since 1976, said Richard Hummel, professor of 
sociology and one of the founders of the course. 
Natalie McPherson, another professor who helps 
teach the course, said the course is divided into four 
topics with a different professor teaching each 
section. 
"One person will present a topic and prepare 
lectures for three class periods on that subject," she 
said. "After the person is finished giving his or her 
opinion on the subject and how it deals with the 
survival of humanity, then each of the other three 
professors for one class either do a rebuttal or 
expand their opinion on the subject. 
"This s\lbject matter is VePf c9fU1'oversial and the 
students need to be on their toes to catch everyone's 
comments,'' sbe said. 
"I think it is dead wrong to tell students what to 
think," McPherson said. "By having multiple 
professors the facts are presented by everyone and 
See STUDENTS page 2 
A helping hand 
IBE MASAYUKVStaff photographer 
Put it on the board 
Joseph Sain, business manager of university theatre, draws the homepage address of the university theatre on a wall Sunday 
ajternQOn in the Fine Arts Building. The address is www.eiu.edu/-theatre. 
Studying abroad sti 11 an option 
through International program 
By DEANA POOLE 
Activities editor 
Although the honors study abroad 
program was canceled this semester, 
students can still study in another 
country through Eastern's international 
programs. 
"Study abroad is still ative and well, 
any Bas~rn student can go," said 
.Roger Be~k. ~ssistaot denn of 
international programs study abroad. 
An informational meeting will be 
held at 6 p.m. Tuesday in Room 232 of 
IBE MASAYUKVStaff photographer 
Coleman Hall for any students 
interested in studying abroad. 
Beck said international programs is 
offering summer study abroad 
programs in England, Mexico and 
Greece. 
"(We are trying) to increase the 
number of international students and 
give more Eastern students the 
opportunity to study abroad," he said. 
Beck also said under contracts with 
other schools, Eastern students. who 
want to study abroad pay only Eastern 
fees. 
''(We are) signing agreements with 
schools and under the agreement you 
pay Eastern fees, tuition and housing," 
Beck said. 
In exchange, students from foreign 
countries pay school fees of the 
university in their country instead of 
Eastern's fees. Beck said they have 
currently signed agreements with 
schools in Australia, Wales, Columbia, 
Sweden and Amsterdam' s School of 
Business. 
Beck said there are 125 universities 
See STUDY page 2 
Heat wave-to hit campus 
Jet stream to bring warm temperatures 
By ERIK LARSON 
Staff writer 
Charleston likely will see spring-like 
conditions by the end of the week, 
according to a local forecaster. 
A jet stream taking a path farther north 
than usual will bring warm air from the Gulf 
of Mexico to Central Illinois and 
temperatures near t50 degrees by the end of 
the week, said local weather forecaster 
Dalias Price. 
Price said the warmer air mass from the 
jet stream and flow of air from the south will 
cause temperatures to warm up each day. 
The first spring-like conditions will be 
Tuesday. Temperatures should reach 60 
degrees by .Thursday. 
1be warmer weather should last about a 
week. 
Two inches of snow fell late Saturday 
night, but most of it melted by Sunday 
morning. 
Sunday's high temperature was 38 
degrees, but with 15 to 20 mph winds, the 
wind chill faqor was 5 to 10 degrees, Price 
said 
Even though the days will be warmer, the 
nights will still be cold and winter is still not 
over, Price said. 
" We still have another winter month 
before we see more consistent spring like 
temperatures," Price said. 
"We still have to get March behind us. 
March should bring a little more snow," 
Price said. "A normal March always does." 
Price said he predicts warmer 
temperatures and rain is expected 
O oud .conditions fonned a ring around 
the moon Saturday night, and that is a sign 
of rain, Price said. · 
Bryan Adams, jumor marketing major. helps to take friend's belongings out of a car Sunday 
aftt!m oon in the parking lot behind of Skvenwn Hall. 
"After a long and tough winter, I think we 
deserve a break," Price said. 
The warmer temperatures will be a break 
from the recent cold weather, Price said. 
"It's an accurate forecaster of 
precipitation, but rain is better than snow," 
Price said. 
2 
en some 
& then some is a weekly column covering 
various campus and community events. 
+ HELPING OUT 
To help raise money for the 
Illinois Coalition Against 
Domentic Violence the mem-
bers of Epsilon Sigma Alpha 
are hosting a fund-raiser from 
4-9 p.m. on Friday at Ted's 
Entertainment and Sports Bar, 
102 N. 6th St. 
Tickets are $3 and can be 
purchased from Suzanne 
Bement, Epsilon Sigma Alpha 
social chair, at 581-5248. The 
event is open to anyone and 
all money will go towards 
supplies for the Charleston 
Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence shelter. 
+ A GOOD CAUSE 
University Board is look-
ing to fill the temporary coor-
dinator position of AIDS 
Quilt co-chair. The position 
will require a pers on with 
leadership qualities, who can 
encourage involvement of the 
student body and who can 
serve as the key connection 
for Eastern in relation to the 
NAMES Project Foundation 
in San Francisco, CA, accord-
ing to University Board chair-
man Tom Ryan. 
NAMES created the origi-
nal AIDS Memorial Quilt in 
1987 and has since created an 
additional 39 chapters with 
the quilt on display in more 
than 1,000 locations. 
Applications are available 
in Room 20 1 of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union. Applications are due 
by 4 p.m. Feb. 18 in Room 
201 of the union. 
+ NEED EXPERIENCE? 
The Sarah Bush Lincoln 
Health Center's Volunteer 
Services Department is look-
ing for students who need to 
add competitive experience 
and community involvement 
to their resumes. 
SBLHC is looking for indi 
victuals who are responsible, 
creative, fun, flexible, inde-
pendent, and self-motivated. 
A student who wants practical 
experience in a variety of 
fields plus the satisfaction of 
helping others in our commu-
nity by volunteering, should 
call SBLHC's Volunteer 
Services Department at 258-
2500 or 348-2500. 
+ TESTING, TESTING 
The Charleston-Lin-
colnland Visiting Nurse 
Association, Inc. will hold a 
cholesterol, blood sugar, 
blood pressure and triglyc-
eride screenings open to the 
public. A small fee will be 
charged for screenings and to 
cover the cost of tests and 
information on blood choles-
terol and what it means to the 
heart. Blood pressure checks 
are free. 
If interested in an accurate 
triglyceride screening, a 12-
hour fasting period is neces-
sary. 
The screenings will be held 
from 9-11 a.m. Wednesday at 
506 W. Lincoln Ave. in 
Charleston. 
+ JUST A REMINDER 
Anyone interested in sub-
mitting information for & 
Then Some should contact 
Kati e Vana at The Daily 
Eastern News, 581-2812, ore-
mail her at cukav @uxa. -
ecn.bgu.edu 
- Katie Vana is the managing editor and a 
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
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Catholics call church to relax on issues 
NEW YORK (AP) - As Cardinal John O'Connor 
delivered his sermon inside St. Patrick's Cathedral 
Sunday, dissident Catholics gathered outside and 
called on the church to relax its stance on the ordina-
tion of women, celibacy for clergy and homosexuality. 
Liberal Roman Catholics in New York and nation-
wide called on the church's leadership to catch up 
with its members and change the way the church is 
run. 
"Jesus was open to dialogue with anyone, including 
people with whom he vehemently disagreed," said 
Sister Maureen Fiedler, national coordinator of the 
Fairfax, Va.-based We Are Church. 
"If our faith community is going to be true to that 
kind of church that Jesus left us, we have to be open to 
dialogue as well," she said on the steps of the Fifth 
Avenue cathedral. 
Members of the group fanned out in front of cathe-
drals around the country to solicit signatures on their 
referendum for change. 
Several people signed at St. Patrick's, but signatures 
were harder to come by elsewhere. 
STUDY from page one .....,,........,....,....,..,.. .......... .....,_ Blood drive 
.today around the world students can study at and still pay Eastern 
fees. 
Robert Walker, a senior eco-
nomics major, studied abroad 
last semester in Nokajo, Japan. The Eastern Illinois 
Students who plan to study 
abroad meet with an adviser 
prior to leaving to make sure the 
course credits will transfer to 
Eastern, he said. 
"I gained a working knowl-
edge of another culture and got 
to see how they do things in 
Japan, business wise," he said. 
University Blood Drive 
Committee is sponsoring its 
second blood drive of the 
school year beginning today 
until Friday. 
Twenty-two students studied 
abroad this year in Australia, 
Israel, Italy, Spain, Ireland and 
Mexico. 
Walker said the entire 
semester was filled with great 
experiences. 
Students can doriate blood 
from 1 to 7 p.m. today through 
Wednesday, from lo' a.m. to 4 
p.m. Thursday and from 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday. The drive 
will be held in the University 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
"These experiences get the 
students immersed in the cul-
ture, so (they) can get the true 
international experience," Beck 
said. 
"It was a wonderful experi-
ence and I encourage anyone 
who gets the chance to go to 
go," Walker said. 
Walker stayed on a sister 
campus in Japan established by 
Southern Illi:nqis Univer.sity; .. . · 
STUDENTS 
then the student can look at the value judgment 
made." 
McPherson said after each of professors teach 
their part of the course, they then assign out 100 
points. 
"At the end of the course, we average 400 points 
together," she said. "The points are based mainly on 
out-of-class research papers." 
She said she enjoys teaching this course because 
students learn more if they are exposed to a variety 
of opinions. 
Marylin Lisowski said she believes the course 
provides information and gives guidance to students 
on how to give their opinions. 
"I think the diversity of teaching styles and the 
variations of opinions makes it interesting," she 
said. "I think by having four professors teaching 
this class, it adds a lot of experience and exposure 
to students than by having just one professor teach-
ing it. 
"I believe the university should explore a few 
more courses of this nature," Lisowski said. 
The only other course similar to the Survival for 
Humanity is a newly added on-line journalism 
course. 
James Tidwell, professor of journalism, said the 
course is taught in three sections. 
"They are three one-hour classes," Tidwell said: 
"This is not truly a team-teaching course because 
each instructor teaches at a different time." 
Karl Bridges, associate professor of reference ser-
vices at Booth Library, teaches Internet usage in the 
course. 
"I've never done team teaching, but it would give 
students different outlooks on topics," Tidwell said. 
"But one of the administrative hurdles would be 
how to figure out grades." 
~:=;."' 
1\ 
a I Get into 
~ .. At the Union Bookstore, 
~ 
I.' a wide selection of paperbacks are 15°/o off. 
.... 
' ' I think the diversity of teaching 
styles and the variations of opin-
ions makes it interesting." 
-Marylin Lisowski, 
professor of elementary 
and junior high.education tn 
Faust said various departments from the College 
of Science jointly fund Survival for Humanity. 
Many of the professors who teach the Survival 
for Humanity course said they believe there aren't 
any other courses like this across the campus 
because it isn't cost effecient. 
"It's impossible financially to have courses like 
this because the university can' t afford it," Faust 
said. 
When four professors team-teach one course, 
each professor earns less than if they taught the 
course on their own. 
"With four professors they each get a percentage 
(of the money)," said Jeanne Simpson, assistant 
vice president for academic affairs. 
Professors in team-taught classes are paid accord-
ing to the number of credit units, the number of stu-
dents in the class and the number of professors 
teaching the course. 
"It is not very cost effective because all team 
teachers are present all the time. It's a duplication of 
services," Hummel said. 
Denise Renfro contributed to this story. 
good book 
(excludE:!s required reading) 
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union 
1·.( · ' -~;'" ~ - .- ~- · ~ ~ -~·· t ; :". :"'. J,;, , ." ,. ~ ·r: 
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J Jorns' review 
process topic 
of meeting 
By JESSICA BAKER 
Administration editor 
The Presidential Evaluation Committee of the Board 
of Trustees met for an hour Friday to discuss the process 
it will go through to evaluate Eastern President David 
Joms. 
"At the meeting, we didn't do a whole lot," said BOT 
member and chair of the committee Nate Anderson. "We 
just got together to decide how we were going to do the 
evaluation on (Jorns)." 
Anderson said the committee meeting was in execu-
tive session. 
On Thursday, Anderson said the purpose of the meet-
ing was to sit down and look at the guidelines or expecta-
tions the BOT wants to see from Jorns. 
"Now the committee is going to talk with other BOT 
members and the president to see if they think (Jorns) is 
doing his job," Anderson said. 
BOT and committee member Susan Gilpin Thursday 
said this is the beginning stage of Jorns' evaluation pro-
cess. 
"We hope to have this evaluation completed before the 
board meeting on-April 21," she said. 
Anderson said Jorns will be present when BOT mem-
bers discuss his evaluation, and he will be able to give his 
input. 
He said this will be the first time the BOT has had the 
opportunity to evaluate Jorns. The board will evaluate 
Jorns each year. 
"The Board Qf Governors (Eastern's former governing 
body) never formed a committee to discuss the presiden-
t's evaluation," Anderson said. "Basically, the president 
served the pleasure of the board." 
Anderson also said this evaluation decides whether a 
university president should remain as president. 
He said after the evaluation process, the committee 
will ITiake a recommendation to the b,oard on what type 
of i~MW~f~i i01! ii.ii IJi-i!:.l 
"The BOT controls everything," Anderson said. 
"Since the president does evaluations on staff and faculty 
members, the BOT can do an evaluation on him." 
Anderson added that the committee studies the presi-
dent and what he does at the university, but it can't termi-
nate him. The BOT as a whole could fire the university 
president. 
The three-member committee consists of Anderson, 
Gilpin and Carl Koerner, who was not available for com-
ment Sunday. 
IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer 
It's a wrap 
Alethea Bodden (right), a senior speech communication major, takes treatments for her ankle from Tina Sparrow, junior 
athltic training major, .Friday afternoon in the training room of the Lantz Gym. 
Faculty Senate to discuss strategic plan 
Concerns about goals and objectives will be addressed 
By JESSICA BAKER 
Administrative editor 
around campus to look at the strategic plan and to give feed-
back on the plan. In February, CUPB members will take the 
feedback to the board to discuss further. 
The Faculty Senate Tuesday will discuss concerns faculty At the Feb. 4 senate meeting, Jorns discussed Eastern's pro-
members have raised about goals and objectives that will be posed goals, such as mandatory off-campus studies, increasing 
incorporated into the university's strategic plan. study abroad programs and raising salaries from the lowest 
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. in the former BOG Room in paid faculty and staff to highest paid among comparable 
Booth Library. schools. 
"The senate will discuss written concerns the faculty senate Richard said the meeting will last only an hour so senate 
members themselves have or received from various people in me.mbers will beal;>le to attend the Graduate Assistantship 
their departments," said Senate Chair Gail Richitd.:., ' ' - .. " initiative '2bod forum, which will be held at 3:'30 p.m.· in' the' 
' Richard ' siiici 'after the 'senat{looks at' ttie'"concerris of Arcola!fuscola Room" Iii the Maitin Luther Kln-g k University 
Eastern's strategic plan, the senate as a whole will take a posi- Union. 
tion on the goals. "The College of Graduate Students is proposing to modify 
"We will look at the concerns and then decide what kind of graduate assistantships allocated in the graduate school," she 
stance we will take on the plan to take back to (Eastern said. 
President David Jorns)," Richard said. "The forum is for the people in the school to explain the 
On Jan. 24, a subcommittee of the Council on University plan and to get feedback from faculty members." 
Planning and Budgeting submitted a draft of Eastern's goals Richard said this forum will interest a lot of faculty members 
and objectives to be accomplished by the year 2000. because it could alter the offer of assistantships to faculty at 
CUPB members are asking faculty and staff members Eastern. 
Program to focus on interracial families 
'i 'l 
The growth of interracial families and how society 
deals with this growth will be the focus of a pr~gram. 
The program, ';Interracial Family," will be held at 7 
p.m. in the Charleston"Mattoon :Room of the .Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. It is being held as 
part of African American History Month. 
Mona Davenport, academic adviser for minority 
affairs, said the program will feature an interracial 
family giving their perspective on some of the chal-
lenges they face. Mel William, a consultant trainer 
from the Chicago area, will be the featured speaker. 
Davenport said the program is intended to help pro-
vide insight to students or faculty members who are 
currently in interracial relationships or may enter 
those relationships in the future. She added that stu-
dents and others who may become involved in an 
interracial marriage or relationship may run into a 
Social tea planned 
Students, faculty and community members 
Tuesday can take a break from their everyday rou-
tine and socialize with people of other cultures. 
The Association of International Students and 
Rotary International will host an Lnternational Tea 
from 2 to 4 p.m. Tuesday at the Wesley 
Foundation, 2202 Fourth St. 
The event is an informal cultural exchange 
where students can get to know each other, said 
Purvi Talati, vice president of the Association of 
International Students. Admission is free. 
The International Tea meets on the second 
Tuesday of each month. 
number of challenges from their families , neighbors 
and other parts of society. 
"It's a lot that they have to take into consideration 
when they look at going into something like this," 
Davenport said. · · 
Both Davenport and Ceci Brinker, assistant director 
of Student Life and Multi-Cultural Affairs, said a 
number of students and faculty members at Eastern 
are involved in interracial relationships. 
Brinker said the program will not deal directly with 
those relationships, but instead will look at interracial 
relationships in general. 
"It's important for people to learn and to expand 
their knowledge of families and (non-traditional) fam-
ilies," Brinker said. 
"In today's society, the family structure varies from 
culture to culture," she said. 
Speaker to discuss 
Vietnam research 
Students, faculty and community members can 
learn about the cultnral and economic aspects of 
Vietnam, which a speaker experienced during her 
two-year research. · . 
Emily Hill, a postdoctoral fellow at Stanford 
University, will present "East Meets West: A 
Woman Scholar's Research Experience in Asia" at 
4 p.m. today in the small Lumpkin Hall auditorium. 
CHET PIOTROWSKI JRJPhoto editor Roger Beck, associate dean for international 
programs, said about 60 to 70 students attend the 
International Tea and most are international stu-
dents. 
"Students will gain a woman researcher's insight 
into the lives and culture of an Asian country," said 
Yung Ping Chen, professor of political science. 
Hill spent two years researching in Vietnam ·and 
will discuss the cultural, political and historical 
aspects of Asia. 
Tootin' your own horn 
Eastern professor Bernard Borha performs the third movement of the 
Bassoon ·Concerto in the Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts 
Center Sunday qfternoon. 
He said he would like to see more American 
students at the program. 
Hill has a Ph.D in Chinese history from Cornell 
University. Admission to the lecture is free . 
. l 
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Jorns should think 
before he speaks 
on behalf of Eastern 
Eastern President David Jorns did not suffi-
ciently answer some questions Wednesday 
while addressing Student Government mem-
bers' concerns about the Committee for 
University Planning and Budgeting strategic 
plan. 
One of the goals for the strategic plan is to 
increase admissions standards. Senate member 
Jackie McGrath asked 
Editorial 
diverse campus. 
J oms if the increased 
standards would contra-
dict the promotion of a 
Jorns said the goals would not affect the 
Gateway program because the program has dif-
ferent admission standards than the university 
admissions standards, 
BuJ what Jorns has forgotten is that not all 
minority students enter the university through 
the Gateway program. 
Some minority students could be over quali-
fied for the Gateway program, but still be under 
qualified according to university standards. 
This leaves those students in a no-win situation 
- Jorns never mentioned that. 
Also, senate member Liz Halbert suggested 
that the strategic plan address a lack of faculty 
and staff attendance at school functions. Jorns, 
although suppol"l:ing the need for such extra cur-
ricular interaction, seemed to place the respon-
sibility of increasing faculty attendance on stu-
dents. 
He said students should invite faculty and 
staff to events like commencement to increase 
attendance. 
Of course students should invite faculty, staff 
and administration to the various events on 
campus. But when attendance in the past has 
been low from this specific sector of the univer-
sity, how can forns place the responsibility on 
students? -
It is not the students' job to encourage facul-
ty, staff and administration to attend events. It is 
not the students' responsibility to stress the 
importance of such interaction, but rather it is 
his. 
Before answering questions about the univer-
sity, Jorns needs to consider all aspects of the 
situation to come up with the best solution pos-
sible. 
' 'today's 
All things are to be examined and 
called into question. There are no 
limits set to thought. 
-Edith Hamilton 
Heiple's behavior destroys his credibility 
Illinois Supreme Court Chief 
Justice James Heiple was in the 
news again last week with more 
questions directed at his possi-
ble unethical activities. 
This time he appointed a 
close friend to lead the Illinois 
Courts Commission. The 
Illinois Courts Commission will REAGAN BRANHAM 
rule on charges that Heiple used Regular columnist 
his clout to duck several speed-
ing tickets. 
Tlfe appointment will be 
added to the ever-growing list of questionable and 
unethical decisions Heiple has made in the last year. 
Heiple's name became widely known after writing 
the court decision in the "Baby Richard" case. The child 
was removed from his adopted family and given to his 
biological father that he had never known. 
An Associated Press article in the Feb. 13 edition of 
The State Journal-Register lists some of Heiple's ques-
tionable acts. 
The list begins about a year ago when he was arrested 
after an altercation with the police in his former home 
town of Pekin. He pleaded guilty to two misdemeanors. 
Next on the list is last month's incident where three 
of his colleagues publicly criticized his choice for court 
administrator. Public officials, especially court justices, 
criticizing each other on the record is rare. This proves 
he must be doing something that even the justices find 
despicable. 
This was about the time when the Judicial Inquiry 
Board accused Heiple of getting out of speeding tickets 
by showing his judicial identification card. Wouldn't it 
be nice if we all had a "Get Out Of Jail Free" card~ 
According to the AP article, a few days earlier Heiple 
had appointed his buddy Justice Moses Harrison III of 
Fairview Heights to the courts commission. That's pret-
• 
wrrfl 
Q.J. ~ . , . 
your 
"If we cannot 
trust him to 
judge whether 
his own actions 
are lawful, how 
can we trust 
him to judge 
others?" 
ty convenient to appoint a 
friend to the board that will be 
deciding if you are able to con-
tinue serving your post. 
Harrison said he will be able 
to put aside the friendship and 
be impartial during Heiple's 
case. He said if he thought the 
friendship would be a problem 
he wouldn't have taken the 
position. Maybe this is so, but 
the potential for favoritism is 
definitely there. 
How much longer are we going to let this list get? 
Heiple's actions should not be tolerated any longer. 
He is supposed to be responsible for judging other peo-
ple's actions and applying the law to them. If we cannot 
trust him to judge whether his own actions are lawful, 
how can we trust him to judge others? 
Not only is Heiple making himself look bad, but the 
reputation of the entire Illinois Supreme Court may suf-
fer because of him. 
This is not to say that the entire court is unethical or 
unable to be fair justices, but for someone surrounded 
by controversy to be leading the highest court in the 
state does not make the remaining justices look good. 
Heiple needs to either step down on his own or be 
forced down from his position. 
Allowing him to stay chief justice is riot only making 
Heiple look unethical, but also the entire Illinois 
Supreme Court. 
Heiple needs to leave the court and let the court move 
on to the job it is supposed to be doing, which is making 
sure everyone is being treated fairly. 
-Reagan Branham is news editor and a regular 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail 
address is curlb4@bgu.edu. 
Computer assistants · 
should be considerate, 
take jobs seriously tants on the Gateways regularly instead of using THEIR computers. 
lrno\V what ·happened to the woman. I 
was enjoying the article untii, guess 
what happened? Toward the end of the 
article, in the middle of a sentence, the 
article ended. 
Imagine my surprise when our 
excellently written newspaper cut off 
an article before the end. I hope the 
editors realize I am being sarcastic 
when I say "excellently written," 
because this isn't the first time this has 
happened. I remember two or three 
times last semester that this happened. 
Dear editor: 
This is merely a complaint from a 
student who hates to see students' time 
and money wasted. This letter is about 
the computer assistants in Taylor Hall. 
Here is a list of the complaints. 
1. The assistants are rude to the 
users. 
2. They have their own computers in 
the lab but still use the new, faster 
computers which denies the students 
the use of two computers; the lab assis-
tant's computer and the new Gateways. 
3. They put up little hypocritical 
notes on the Gateways that read "No e-
mail on the Gateways PLEASE!" yet 
that is one of the programs they use on 
the Gateways. 
4. If you ask for help on a computer 
they put up a note saying it is broken, 
telling students to go somewhere else 
or saying they flat out can't help you. 
5. The lab assistants should be 
trained on fixing minor problems, 
instead of writing little notes to make 
their job easier. 
6. Last counted, 16 out of.the 29 
computers were not fully functional. 
7. Netscape is used by the lab assis-
8. Microsoft Word 7.0 is installed on 
the Gateways, but the assistants use it 
frequently. They should use it on their 
own time, not ours. 
Hopefully this will get printed and 
make people realize their time is being 
wasted. There should be evaluations. 
done randomly for ALL lab assistants. 
There haye been times when I have 
been in the lab and I have helped many 
people with problems when the incom-
petent lab assistants have no clue 
where to begin. I didn't expect the 
$4.75 they get, but at least I was work-
ing. 
Chris Howard 
sophomore business major 
Student disappointed 
with mistakes found 
in daily newspaper 
Dear editor: 
In the Feb. 10 edition of The Daily 
Eastern News, I was reading an article 
about a woman involved with gaso-
line. I read on because I wanted to 
My friends and I were speculating 
on the reasons this might have hap-
pened. We thought that since it was an 
Associated Press article, maybe The 
News didn't receive the whole article. 
We concluded that this probably 
wasn't the case. It was decided that the 
editors most likely didn't finish the 
article because of all the advertising 
they always manage to squeeze in. 
I thought that the editors of the 
"great" Daily Eastern News would 
like their paper to be the best. I guess I 
was wrong considering the screw-ups 
that have occurred. Hopefully the edi-
tors will take into account my letter 
and try to make it a better newspaper 
for all who read it. 
Carrie Feltner 
sophomore business major 
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CAA approves course proposal 
The Council on Academic 
Affairs Thursday approved two 
new course proposals to be added 
to the history and journalism 
departments. 
CAA members approved HIS 
4600 The Holocaust to the histo-
ry department's curriculum. 
In the proposal from the histo-
ry department, the course's objec-
tives include introducing students 
to the events surrounding the 
Holocaust and to address specific 
case studies of the Holocaust. 
.. ihe <;aundi on A~ademic 
· ·• A~)+iuates c\>llege cour\es. 
It detetmines ~ether new 
coutses make it to~ curriculul\1 
and whetqer present courses ~ .. 
get ~d•fronr~catalog, '··· 
Four killed in morning fire 
CHICAGO (AP) - Four peo-
ple, including three children, 
were killed in an early morning 
fire Sunday at a South Side 
apartment building. 
The fire at the two-story 
brick building was reported 
early Sunday morning, said 
Chicago Fire Department 
spokesman Patrick Howe. 
"When we arrived on the 
scene, the entire rear portion. of 
the building was engulfed in 
flames," he said. 
Howe said the fire apparent-
ly started in a first-floor apart-
ment and spread to the second 
floor. He said the victims were 
not in the same apartment but 
said he had been told an 
extended family shared the 
building's three apartments. 
Two burners on a gas stove 
had been left on to heat the 
apartment, and they ignited 
wooden cabinets above the 
stove, said Sgt. Maurice 
Sullivan of the Chicago Police 
Department's Bomb and Arson 
Unit. He said authorities did 
not suspect arson. 
Sullivan identified the vic-
tims as 2-year-old Eric Hoover, 
5-year-old Marcus Austin, 6-
year-old Angel Harris and 
Keith Austin, about 30 years 
old. 
It was unknown if the vic-
tims were related. 
Howe said the children were 
found on the first floor and the 
man on the second. He said 
other people in the building 
escaped unharmed; he did not 
know how many survivors 
there were. 
Simpson on the move 
1 . NE..W YORK (AP) - O.J. Simpson is planning to leave Los 
'Angefes and the lead attorney in his civil trial is off the case, 
Newsweek magazine reported. 
Simpson is heeding the advice of friends and is planning to 
move, possibly to south Florida, although he probably will wait 
until the school year ends, the magazine said, citing sources it did 
not identify. 
The report is in the Feb. 24 issue, due on newsstands Monday. 
The magazine also said that lead lawyer Robert Baker and his 
son, Philip, are leaving Simpson's legal team. It said another 
Simpson lawyer, Dan Leonard, will handle the appeal of a $33.5 
million damage award from a wrongful death lawsuit. 
Telephone calls to the Bakers' law office on Sunday were not 
returned. 
"This is the first I've heard of it, but it wouldn't surprise me," 
Simpson attorney Robert Blasier said of Baker's reported depar-
ture. "The trial's over and it was understood that the appeal would 
be handled by someone else." Earlier this month, a jury found 
Simpson liable for the June 12, 1994, killings of Nicole Brown 
Simpson and Ronald Goldman. Simpson was acquitted of the 
killings in 1995. 
Baker has long said that he would not handle the appeals pro-
cess, although he was expected to seek a new trial and ask a judge 
to reduce the damage award. 
Meanwhile, Simpson has until midweek to post $50 million in 
collateral - 10 percent in cash - if he wants to stay the liability 
judgment pending an appeal. 
The course also offers upper 
level students the opportunity to 
learn about the Holocaust 
through primary sources, such as 
articles, books and film. 
CAA members also approved 
the JOU/SPC 3953 Sports and 
the Media to the journalism 
department's curriculum. The 
course has been offered the last 
several years, but because of high 
enrollment the department want-
ed the course to be offered as a 
regular part of the curriculum. 
Improper 
• campaign 
donations 
found out 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
chairman of the House committee 
investigating campaign fund-rais-
ing activities said Sunday his 
probe will be far broader than 
originally anticipated. As justifi-
cation, he cited new allegations of 
official Chinese attempts to help 
the Democratic Party. 
The White House aide han-
dling the problem, counsel Lanny 
Davis, countered that suggestions 
that President Clinton encouraged 
improper campaign contributions 
in any way were "flat out wrong." 
Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind., chair-
man of the House Government 
Reform and Oversight 
Committee, said on NBC's "Meet 
the Press" he has issued 25 sub-
poenas already, 20 of them 
Saturday night for documents 
related to his investigation. The 
hearings still are weeks away. 
"We are going to look into 
every area where there is the pos-
sibility of illegal activity as far as 
influence peddling, illegal contri-
butions, possible involvement of 
White House personnel and 
things like that," he said. 
"The investigation unfortunate-
ly is going to be much broader 
than I would like." He said the 
committee has 500 people it 
wants to talk to. 
Burton said hearings will begin 
in April or May with "no way to 
know how long it's going to go." 
The Senate Governmental Affairs 
Committee, under Sen. Fred 
Thompson, R-Tenn., is conduct-
ing a parallel investigation. That 
committee has issued 52 subpoe-
nas. 
Gore strengthens U.S. ties with S. Africa 
Visits with Mandela, Tutu informal, productive 
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) - Vice 
President Al Gore saw the prison where Nelson 
Mandela was incarcerated, introduced the country's 
first Peace Corps volunteers, and discussed "every-
thing under the sun" with Desmond Tutu on the sec-
ond day of his South African visit Sunday. 
Gore, on a visit to cement close ties between the 
two countries, met separately Sunday with President 
Mandela and retired archbishop Tutu, both Nobel 
Peace Prize winners. 
The relationship between the United States and 
South Africa has come under strain recently because 
of a possible South African arms sale to Syria. 
Mandela told journalists at his Cape Town resi-
dence that his half-hour meeting with Gore was an 
informal one, and they did not discuss the possible 
sale. · 
States has said it would suspend certain economic 
aid packages. U.S. law would require the suspen-
sion, because Syria is on a U.S. list of states that 
support terrorism. 
South Africa reacted sharply to the threat to cut 
aid, saying it was a sovereign nation and no one else 
had the right to dictate where it could sell arms. 
Tension over the issue seemed to ease when 
South Africa said it would consult with Washington 
before any decision was made on the sale. 
Earlier Sunday, Gore met with Tutu at his Cape 
Town residence. 
Tutu has taken a leave from his post as chairman 
of South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission while he recovers from surgery for 
prostate cancer. The commission is investigating 
political crimes committed on all sides under 
apartheid, and has the power to grant amnesty to 
individuals who confess. 
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Fired up 
Beth Lugar, graduate student, heats up pieces of silver in a container 
Friday afternoon to make silver rings for her jewelry/metal smithing 
class in the Fine Arts Building. 
,, . - . 
Plane crash leaves four injured 
ROGERS, Ark. (AP) - An Illinois 
couple and two teen-agers were hos-
pitalized after their single-engine air-
plane crashed just north of the 
Rogers Municipal Airport. 
The 1961 Cessna 172 was travel-
ing Saturday from Paxton, Ill., to 
Longview, Texas, when it developed 
fuel problems. The plane was near 
Rogers when the engine stopped. 
The pilot, Jerry Hasselbring, 51, of 
Paxton, managed to glide the aircraft 
down to the north end of the airport's 
main runway, but skidded off the 
pavement and down a steep hill 
before sliding to a stop about 4:30 
p.m. inside a deep irrigation ditch. 
Two of the four passengers left the 
plane and called authorities from a 
nearby house. 
The plane' s passengers were 
Hasselbring's wife , Kathleen 
Hasselbring, 52; Jodie Wilson, 16, of 
Paxton, Ill.; and Paula Knuth, 17, of 
Loda, Ill. 
All four were taken to St Mary's 
Hospital in Rogers. The two teen-
agers were treated and released 
Saturday; the Hasselbrings remained 
in stable condition Sunday, a 
spokesman said. 
Cpl. James Willett of the Rogers 
Police Department said the crash was 
under investigation. 
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Serbian students continue protest 
calling for resignation of rector 
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia 
(AP} - With opposition rallie 
for democratic reforms on hold, 
Serbia's university students 
sought to keep up the pressure 
strikes, Serbian Premier Mirko 
Marjanovic struck a deal with 
the state-controlled teachers' 
union to raise teachers' wages 
by up to 30 percent. 
Sunday on President Slobodau...•-----...;.::....__..-.._ But one of the organizers of 
the strike, Jagos Bulatovic of the 
independent unions, told the 
independent Radio Index in 
Belgrade on Sunday that the 
deal does not oblige hi s group to 
stop labor protests. He said 
teachers would consult among 
them~elves before making a 
dec ision. 
Milosevic. 
On Saturday, Serbia's opposi-
tion leaders told supporters that 
the three months of rallies that 
forced key election concessions 
from Milosevic would end - to 
res ume if Milo~evic does not 
loosen hi s grip on the state news 
The students , who have kept 
their protests separate from 
opposition rallies, marched by 
state telev i~ion offices, making 
noi se to symbolically drown out 
the evening ne,1·s broadcast. 
media by March 9. 
But in their own display of 
opposition, up Lo 5,000 students 
gathered Sunday for their 87th 
consecutive day of protests, call-
ing anew for the resignation of 
the hard-line, pro-Milosevic 
Belgrade University rector. 
Milosevic is also facing oppo-
s ition from teachers, who ha ve 
been on strike in nearly all of 
Serbia's elementary and high 
schools for more than two 
weeks. They are demanding 
back pay and an increase in their 
$150 average monthly salaries. 
The wave of opposition and 
student protests began in 
November when government 
officials annulled local election 
results in an attempt to undo 
losses by the ruling Socialist 
Party and its allies. In an attempt to end the 
Election money reaches all time high 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Democratic and 
Republican parties raised an unprecedented 
$263.5 million campaign in largely unregulated 
"soft money" donations for last year's election, a 
research organization reported Sunday. 
The total was almost three times the $89 mil-
lion the parties collected for the 1991-92 cam-
paign, and roughly 2 times the $106.4 million 
donated in 1993-94, the organization said in a 
report being made public Monday. 
Increasing soft-money contributions have 
prompted congressional investigations of irregu-
larities in political giving. Many experts agree that 
such numbers prove l 970s-era reforms of the 
campaign-funding system have become largely 
meaningless. 
Soft money is given by corporations, labor 
unions and wealthy individuals and cannot legally 
be spent directly on a particular candidate's 
behalf. It may be used for generic advertising, get-
out-the-vote efforts and other party-building activ-
ities. 
In Monday's' report, the Washington-based 
Center for Responsive Politics said Republicans 
raised $141.2 million in soft money contributions 
for last year's campaign, compared with $122.3 
million the Democrats collected. 
In the 1991-92 presidential e lection cycle, 
Democrats raised $37 million and Republicans 
$52 million. For the midtenn congressional races 
of 1993-94, Democrats trailed with $46.9 million 
to the Republicans $59.5 million, totaling $106.4 
million. 
The center, a self-described nonparti san 
research group that studies the role money plays 
in elections and policy making, said both parties 
used soft money to finance television advertising 
campaigns featuring their presidential candidates. 
.. . ' . • f ' 
Newlyweds have no where to call home 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Some love-struck 
folks use flowers, gifts or tender words to show their 
affection. LaToyya West showed her love for Raymond 
Robinson by letting him wear her socks. 
Among the homeless, after all, few other acts can be 
more selfless. 
"You got to have socks out there, so he knew he was 
special to me," said West, 27, who met Robinson, 35, in 
a soup kitchen line shortly after she became homeless 
last summer. 
The two talked about their meeting and their mean-
. ing to each other on Saturday, their wedding day. Pizza, 
soup and wedding cake were served at Grand Avenue 
Temple United Methodist Church, and the guests 
included friends from various shelters around town. 
The Rev. Jacquelyn Moore said she had never before 
presided over a wedding where neither the bride nor the 
bridegroom had a permanent address. 
"There's no guarantee with any marriage," Moore 
said. "It's always a struggle - but Raymond and 
LaToyya have already struggled together, and that may 
help them." The newlyweds soon plan to leave the 
streets for the house of West's mother, who died recent-
ly. And Robinson was scheduled to go to work on 
Friday. 
"He's every woman's dream of a man," West said. 
"He's not a '90s man. He's an old-fashioned, do-for-
his-woman man." Robinson, who grew up in the pro-
jects, abused drugs and was homeless for eight years, 
said God brought West to him. 
"She shows me her love and her faith," Robinson 
said. "And she keeps me straight." 
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egotiators open up peace talks 
. MAALE HAHAMISHA, ISRAEL (AP) - Israeli 
Palestinian negotiators opened a new round of 
rural areas of the West Bank starting in March . 
The Palestinians want the talks to address how 
much land the Israelis will give up, but Israel says it 
alone will decide the extent of withdrawals. 
ks Sunday on unmet promises from past peace 
ords, with both sides expressing optimism about 
eoutcome. The Palestinians said they would also raise the 
issue of the expansion of Jewish settlements in the 
West Bank and Israeli construction in east Jerusalem, 
where Palestinians hope to create a capital. 
But they also dis<1greed on whether to discuss a key 
ue: how much land Israel will hand over as it with-
aws troops from West Bank areas coming under 
estinian control. Arafat, warning that Israeli construction in east 
Jerusalem could harm the chances for peace, said 
Sunday there are "many violations" by Israel, includ-
ing Israel's cancellation of the residency permits of 
Palestinians in east Jerusalem and alleged excavations 
near the Al Aqsa Mosque. one of the holiest sites in 
the city. 
The talks, to last at least a few weeks, will deal 
ith allowing Palestinians to travel between territo-
es under their control, terms for opening a partially 
ompleted Palestinian airport and port, and other 
sues. 
Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy. head of the 
aeli team, praised "the good and responsible atmo-
here" at the meeting Sunday, a month after Israel 
ithdrew from most of Hebron, the last West Bank 
"ty under its control. 
Israel says no excavations are being carried out 
near the mosque and insists it canceled residency per-
mits for legal, not political. reasons. 
Levy denied that Israel's plans for construction in 
Jerusalem and the West Bank settlements violated 
agreements with the Palestinians. 
"The implementation of the Hebron accord ... has 
d to an atmosphere of comfort and trust," said 
ahmoud Abbas, Yasser Arafat's top deputy and the 
ad of the Palestinian negotiating team. 
Earlier Sunday, Jewish s.ettlers held an angry meet-
ing with Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai, who 
refused to give them permission to expand their set-
tlements in Hebron, where 500 settlers live among 
130,000 Palestinians. 
Under the Israel-Palestinian accords, Israel has 
ithdrawn from seven cities in the West Bank. It is 
pposed to make three further withdrawals from 
Plan to free 
hostages 
may kill 96 
LIMA, Peru (AP) - The 
U.S. and Peruvian paratroop-
ers would plunge into the 
compound from whirring 
helicopters, plant explosives 
at six points around the diplo-
matic residence and storm the 
·building. 
In a nighttime operation 
that would take only seven 
minutes - but could leave as 
many as .~9i.JZR.9illl$ .~Y;<i~L;:- ~ 
soldiers would seize leftist 
rebels and try to rescue 72 
hostages. 
At least that's the military 
plan if the hostage standoff 
cannot be resolved peaceful-
ly, a major Peruvian newspa-
per reported Sunday. 
But Diaro La Republica 
said the army, fearing high 
casualties, wants to leave the 
option as a last resort. 
The newspaper quoted a 
Feb. 5-"Intervention Plan" by 
the Army Intelligence 
Agency as sayi,ng ''.it cafi.n~t . 
be assured that a mifitifry 
action will be clean; there 
could be numerous .. .losses." 
The plan also said the 
political atmosphere, both in 
Peru and internationally, 
"favors a peaceful solution to 
the crisis," the newspaper 
reported. . 
President Alberto Fujimori 
has received the proposal, the 
newspaper said. No one was 
available for comment at his 
office Sunday. 
Prime minister's trip 
kills hopes for peace 
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) - Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu's trip to Washington "killed the slightest glimmer of 
optimism" for peace, a Syrian newspaper said Sunday. 
As long as Israel refuses to return the Golan Heights, which it 
captured in the 1967 Mideast war, no agreement will be reached, 
Syria's Al-Thawra newspaper said. 
Israel's previous government reportedly came to an unwritten 
understanding with Syria to return the Golan Heights. Netanyahu 
has said that the agreement is not binding, although in Washington 
on Friday he promised to "take note" of such pledges. 
"Netanyahu's no's, which he has arrogantly launched from 
Washington, have killed the slightest glimmer of optimism to 
achieve peace," the government newspaper said. 
' Urael broke off talks with· Syria last year after a series of bomb-
ings blamed on Palestinian extremists. Syria has said it is ready to 
resume talks once Israel agrees to relinquish the Golan Heights. 
Israel has insisted that the talks begin with no conditions. 
Threats to cookie-maker 
may mean end to jobs 
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) 
- A U.S.-owned cookie-maker 
may have to lay off up to a quar-
ter of its 4,000 full-time workers 
because of extortion threats to 
poi~l)IJ_)t~ -pr,oqucts, it ,sai~ 
Sunday.· 
Arnotts, which is 70-percent 
owned by New Jersey-based 
Campbell Soup Co., began a mul-
timillion-dollar recall of all its 
products in two states Friday. 
Arnotts has nearly 65 percent of 
the Australian cookie market. 
The recall came after an extor-
tionist threatened to place poi-
soned cookies on supermarket 
shelves beginning Monday. 
Managing director Chris 
Roberts said Sunday that the 
company faced profit losses of up 
$4 million a week while the crisis 
continues, and that it would be 
forced to cut staff accordingly, up 
to l ,000 workers. 
Roberts said the company 
already has laid off about 100 
· part-time workers. 
The extortionist is demanding 
that police officers in the state of 
New South Wales take lie detec-
tor tests about investigations into 
the 199 l murder of bookmaker 
Peter George Wade and his wife 
Maureen Ambrose. 
In 1993, the Brisbane Supreme 
Court found .Ronald Henry 
Thomas guilty of the murders and 
sentenced him to life in prison. 
The extortionist - whose identity 
remains unknown - claims that 
police lied during the trial. 
unmen may have kidnapped U.S. engineer 
CARACAS. Venezuela (AP) -
unmen kidnapped a U.S. oil 
ngineer and his pilot in v. es tern 
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nwuntain :md _i1wr· : '' ''..L'r with 
thi'-~ St)uth \nl;;:"!·[·~ \' 
;.:• \»°" I··.• .. 
1ng l:aiu,.· -~·~ 
Caraca~ - and 4\ 
Colombi<: hord~; 
released. 
l' '' 
(.!. 
" Trurn the: 
hacl been 
The newspaper£' Universal 
identified the pi I ot as Elias 
Eduardo Barando, and the compa-
ny the men worked for as Oil 
ProduL·tions. 
T111 fh111·trm Chro111:-ie said ti;, 
:sdg<> Sunday. 
Kidnappings for ransom are 
increasingly common in western 
Venezuela, which is sparsely popu-
lated. 
DON'T FORGET TO 
ADVERTISE IN 
THURSDAY'S 
SPRING BREAK 
GUIDE! 
lJ[}{]~ [9>]~[9)~0[K/~ lJ© 
lP~~~~ j\~ j_\S?) o~ 
lJ~ili~[PJ~~ ~lJ 
2)~@@ [p~~ 
PLEASE CALL 581-2812 
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION. 
Fort, , ets caH (217) 
February 17, 1997 
8 
Travel 
SPRING BREAK 97. ITS HEAV-
EN!! WAKE AND BAKE ..... In the 
hottest destination-Free parties!!! 
Organize group and travel free. 
Lowest price guarantee. From 
$99 1·600-426-7710 WWW.SUN-
SPLASHTOURS.COM 
__________ 2/28 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY 
BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPER· 
BEACON BEACH RESORT 3 
pools, 1 indoor pool, huge beach-
side hot tub, suites up to 10 peo-
ple, tiki beach bar, home of the 
worlds longest keg party. Free 
info 1-800-488-8828 
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.CO 
M 
__________ .2127 
SPRING BREAK-CANCUN, 
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS $349.00 
PACKAGES INCL. Round Trip 
airfare, 7 nights hotel, transfers, 
taxes, 2 meals and 3 hrs. All-u-
can drink daily. Lowest prices 
guaranteed. (600) 763-5606. 
_________ 2/24 
ACT NOW! LAST CHANCE TO 
CALL. LEISURE TOURS AND 
GET FREE INFO FOR SPRING 
BREAK PACKAGES TO SOUTH 
PADRE, CANCUN, JAMAICA 
AND FLORIDA. 1-800-838-8203. 
--------- 2/21 
COLLEGE TOURS MAZATLAN 
SPRING BREAK '97 FROM $404 
(St. Louis Departures) Your Total 
Package Includes: Round-Trip 
Airfare to Mazatlan. 7 Nights 
Hotel Accommodation. Round 
Trip Transfers to and from the 
Airpo'1. College Tours Staff in 
Mazatlan to assist you Free-
Private Cocktail Parties ... and 
much, much more! For a Free 
Informational Flyer Call Free 1-
800-571-5874. (www.college 
tours.com) 
__________ .2117 
Wanted 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS. 
LOSE 5-100 lbs. New metabolism 
breakthrough. RN assisted. Free 
gift. $35 fee. 1 (800) 579-1634. 
__________ 2/25 
Help Wanted 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to 
$3,000-$6,000+/MO in fisheries, 
parks, resorts. Airfare! 
Food/Lodging! Get all the options. 
Call (919) 918-7767ext149. 
. _______ 2/26 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn to 
$2000 +/mo. plus free world trav-
el (Europe, Caribbean, etc.) No 
exp. necessary. Room/Board. 
Ring (919) 918-7767, ext C149. 
__________ 2126 
OUTSIDE JOBS-Now hiring: 
National Parks, Beach Resorts, 
Ranches, Rafting Co.'s Earn to 
$12/hr. + great benefits! 
Nationwide. Call (919) 918-7767 
ext. R149. 
Help Wanted 
~XX>~¥M 1> 
MACKINAC ISLANDS MURRAY 
HOTEL needs summer help. (No 
Experience necessary) Housing 
available. 313-665-5750.] 
2121 
=-D-=o--E-=s--::Cc-:-L-::E:--:A-:-N77l""N-=G--::0:-::B=s E SS 
YOU? Then apply for morning 
housekeeper position at this 
group home for individuals with 
disabilities. 7-10 a.m. Mon-Fri. 
1701 18th, Charleston 345-4224. 
2120 
Adoption 
;<~¥,<'W;:";:.;:;:;z_.-,.o::>:~0A0~;\,~""¥';'!<::>-.;:~:;<-> 
A BABY'S DREAM, A LOVING 
HOME. If your dream for baby's 
future is a happy, secure home 
with a mother and father, warmth, 
love, attention, fun, traditional 
family values, friends, pets, trav-
el. college education, and holi-
days with lots of relatives, please 
call toll free 1-800-881-3731. 
Legal and confidential. Medical 
and legal expenses paid. Carol 
and Jim. 
Sublessors 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED 
for summer 97. Own room. Close 
to campus. Leave message at 
348-0040. 
2/21 
T-W---oO-::--S~U-B--LE~S~S~O~R-S,,.-,-N~E==EDED 
FOR SUMMER. 2 bedroom 
apartment close to campus, fur-
nished. Call 348-5665. 
2121 
For Rent 
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 97-
98 SCHOOL YEAR $235/month 
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148. 
5/5 
N,_O __W_L--::E:-:A-=s-=1Nc-:G=-=Fo=R-=F::-::-A-:-:LL:-c:1997. 
McArthur Manor. Quiet-
Fumished-2 Bedroom Apartment. 
345-2231. 
__________ 5/5 
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND 
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400 
square feet. Available summer or 
fall of 1997. 6 blocks North of 
Hardees. Off Street Parking avail-
able. Reasonable utilities. Ask 
about 8% rent discount. Phone 
345-7225. 
-----c-=-c-c--c::---:=-515 
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BED· 
ROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE 
FEET apartment. Available sum-
mer or Fall of 1997. 6 blocks 
North of Hardees. Off street 
Parking available. Reasonable 
utilities. Ask about 8% rent dis-
count. Phone 345-9531. 
5/5 
-LA-R-=G-=E-2-=B-=E-=D-=R:-:OC"'.O'."CM-C-::T:-:O::-:-:WN-
HOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEO-
PLE. Furnished. Dishwasher. 
Garbage disposal. Trash paid. 
Call 345-2363. Apartments avail-
able. 
___________ .5/5 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _____________ ~-~ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only) ___________ _ 
Person accepting ad. _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: Q Cash Q Check Q Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
Phone: _______ Student r:J Yes r:J No 
Dates to run--------------
Ad to read: 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
advertisin The Daily Eastern News 
For Rent 
ONE BEDROOM APTS. All utili-
ties (except phone & cable) 
included. Unfurnished. 11 1/2 mo. 
lease, off street-parking. NO 
PETS! NO PARTIES! Quiet peo-
ple only. One person: $385.00 
Two people: $200 per person. 
345-6759. 
_________ .,,...,.515 
1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS close to campus. Call 
Oldtowne. 345-6533. 
--------,...---3/15 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
Furnished apartments, patios, 
balconies, air, pool, sundeck, 
close to campus, 24-hour mainte-
nance appointment 345-6000. 
___________ 5/5 
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher. 
Garbage disposal. Trash paid. 
Call 345-2363. 
--------~----5/5 
ROOMS FOR RENT-Women only 
Intercession, Summer, 1997-1998 
sem. Large house fully furnished. 
1 block from union. Central A/C. 
$220/mo utilities included. Pat 
Novak (630) 789-3772. 
2117 
4 BEDROOM HOUSES 1606 
11TH, 319 Madison, 1·3 Bedroom 
Apt. 415 Harrison 348-5032 
----..,.--__,_ ___ 2125 
FOR LEASE 710 Buchanan. 3 
bedroom. 1 Bath. 10 month 
lease. 
__________ 2124 
SUMMER '97 ONLY. Furnished 5 
bedroom apartment. One efficien-
cy period. Phone 345-7225. 
--------cc-_5/5 
FOR RENT-FURNISHED APTS-
Lease + Security required. NO 
PETS 348-0699 after 5 p.m. or 
leave message. 
---------..-.-c-:-:--:-:2125 
3, 4, AND 5 BEDROOM HOUS-
ES for next school year. 348-
0009. 
------~---=2118 
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APT for 
next school year. 620 5th Street. 
348-0009. 
2118 
A--P-T.-O~N-T_H_E~S-Q_U_A~R~E-FOR 
RENT @ $225/Person for 8 peo-
ple. 10 or 12 mo. lease starts 
Aug. 1. Call Shane 895-3633, 
leave message. 
__________ 2117 
RENTAL PROPERTY available 
for Fall. 2-3-4 bedroom apart-
ments. All recently remodeled 
and modern design. Carpeted, 
A/C, showers. Lease & deposit 
required. Phone after 5:30 p.m. 
345-9472. 
__________ 2120. 
LEASING FOR FALL: Furnished 
apartments, no pets, call for 
appointment. Mon-Fri 8-5, Sat 9-
12 345-7286. 
__________ 2128 
POTEETE RENTALS. 1,2,3, & 4 
BEDROOMS APARTMENTS, 
FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED. 
For more information, call 345-
5088. 
__________ 2121 
For Rent 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE. LARGE 
ROOMS. 2 BATHS. STOVE, 
REFRIGERATOR FURNISHED. 
2 Blocks from Charleston Square. 
Off-Street parking. 10-month 
lease. Call 345·5088. 
2/17 
4--=Bc=E=o-=R-=o-=o-=-M~H""'oc-:u-::cs=-E.-R=-E=FRIG-
ERATOR, STOVE, DISHWASH-
ER, WASHER, DRYER, TRASH 
INCLUDED. 2 Blocks from Old 
Main. 12-month lease. Call 345-
5088. 
__________ 2/17 
ROYAL HEIGHTS 1 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENT, COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED. 
Refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, & 
trash included. Next to Taco Bell. 
CAii 345-5088. 
---=-cc-c-----..,..----.c=-~2117 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE TWO 
BLKS FROM CAMPUS. Central 
Air, W/D. Private Backyard. 10 + 
12 month leases. 348-8286 
evenings. 
--------,_.,,..-2128 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 
RENT. 1335 Madison. 
Washer/dryer included. Call 348-
5941. 
---=-~·-:--c--c--:::=-:-c2120 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
New furniture and carpet. Water, 
garbage, 10 month lease. $250 
each or 3 for $200 each. Call 
348-0288. 
·------.,,.2117 
THOMERLY APARTM~NTS .. 
available for 97-98. Large 2 bedc 
room, furnished. 11 month lease. 
2-4 persons. Trash paid, laundry 
facilities, close to campus. Call 
349-8824 for appointment. 
---oc~~,.----=--2/21 
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bed-
room furnished and unfurnished 
apartments. 10/12 month leases. 
Water and trash included. 947 4th 
street. No pets allowed. Call 348-
7746 for appointment. 
5/5 A_V._A_l.,-LA.,,_B-L-=E=-F=-o=-R~9-7--=9-=-8--=o=-n-e-:-b'ed-
room furnished apartment. 12 
month lease. Water and trash 
included. $340/month. 947 4th 
street. No pets allowed. Call 348-
7746 for appointment. 
5/5 '°o..,.N""L7Y.,......,1~L-=E:-::F:::T:-c: T=-w-o__._b,...e-d7 r-o om 
apartment for two girls at Campus 
Square Apartments. Call CAM-
PUS RENTALS. 345-3100 
between 3-9 p.m. 
2/21 
LA::-.,-R=-G=-E=-=--3-::&-4:--:B=-=E==D=--=R:-:0:-:0::-::M-:-=FOR 4-
6 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISH-
WASHER, GARBAGE DISPOS· 
AL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE 
FALL 97. 345-2363. 
5/5 
For Sale 
HOUSE RENTALS AVAILABLE 
STARTING SUMMER AND FALL. 
DW hook ups 2 blocks from cam-
pus. 345-4994. 
ACROSS 31 Spirited horse 12 Kind of smasher 
a Sharp as 
MChair 
NTheyhold 
1 Courtyards 
a-- d'etat 
10 Part of a 
gateway 
14 Middays 
ta Facilitate 
1e Denver's home: 
Abbr. 
17 Disoriented 
20 Dancers Fred 
and Adele 
at ---Japanese 
War 
22 Actor Sparks 
23 -- end (very 
.. last part) 
as Prime-time hour 
28 Soviet labor 
camp 
30 Party to a 
defense pact 
311 Prophet who 
anointed Saul 
34Mimic 
37 Disoriented 
40 Jet to Heathrow 
41 Vigorous 
42 Actress Spelling 
a Operatic prince 
44 Dead, as an 
engine 
a Had been 
48 Guinness Book 
suffix 
480neofthe 
Gershwins 
51 Once more 
n Captain Picard 
series 
58 Disoriented 
It State south of 
Ky. 
hymnals 
ee Where Seoul is 
DOWN 
1 Paul who sang 
"Having My 
Baby" 
2 Shipping units 
3 Cheer (for) 
4 Andean of old 
I Inquiring 
• Relinquished 
7Schmoes 
a G.I. entertainers 
tEach 
10Aights 
protection grp. 
11 Chicken house 
12 In the ball park 
13 Board, as a 
trolley 
tB "Able was I 
t9 Historic county 
of Scotland 
23Botches 
24 Native Alaskan 
aeWanders 
(about) 
27"Exodus" 
author 
28 Endure 
29 Roseanne's 
network 
~...,-i~~~ 30love.in 
Lourdes 
32 Urban woes 
For Sale 
STEREO ON SALE $600 
Optimus receiver-surround 
sound. Optimus dual cassettes 
deck dubbing. Optimus CD play-
er, one CD changer. 2 20 inch 
woofers! Excellent condition. 581-
3289. 
__________ 2/21 
GIBSON LES PAUL ELECTRIC 
GUITAR: Perfect condition. Wine 
red, gold trim. $650. 345-5425. 
__________ 2/17 
88-89 FLEER BASKETBALL 
SET. Includes Pippen, Rodman 
and Grant rookies! Call 345-5197. 
__________ 2/18 
MERCURY TOPAZ '87 very good 
transportation p/s, p/b, auto., p/m, 
new tires, recent tune-up $1400. 
Mike 345-5101. 
__________ 2/21 
BROTHER WORD PROCESSOR 
with disk drive. Nice. $135 OBO. 
348-8174. . 
__________ 2118 
FENDER TWIN REVERB, TUBE 
AMP. $450 345-5425. 
__________ 2/17 
Lost & Found 
LOST: THICK BLACK BINDER· 
WITH MATH AND PSYCHOLO· 
GY NOTES. If found please call 
Jamie 581-6842. 
__________ 2117 
Lost & Found 
FOUND-18" 14k GOLD ROPE, 
CHAIN. Found by library Ca•1i 
Jean 581-2712. Identify alj 
Clinical Services. I 
2118t 
..... F...,.O'"'U""N=-D-::G""'O::-:L-.:D::--=:B=R-:-A-=c=Ec-:LE=T out· 
side Park Place. To identify call 
581-6868. 
2119 
,..L...,.O...,S-=T:-c:: B,.,.L...,.U,.,E=-=B..,.A-=C,,..Kc-::-PA-::-::-C.,..,.K wilt 
driver's license, keys and ID 
Missing from Lumpkin Room 
Call 345-5298. 
;:;::;;~:!::::~;l 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE 
FUNCTIONS. 6000 square feet olt 
party space. 348-0288. I 
2/17 
s==po=R;;T"SJ""s""c""o""R""'E"'/S"'P"'R"'E""'A=Ds 1 
900-656-5800 Ext 6085 $2.99 pel" 
minute. 18 yrs +. Serv-u; 
(619)645-8430. i 
2119 o=-o-n""'t-m""is-s~R~O=-:-U"G"H.-""B""EAST[ 
SLOUCHES tonight at 8 p.m. on, 
the Mainstage, Doudna Fine Ans. 
Center. We glow in the dark! 
2121 A~T=T=E=N~T=l~O~N·~A~L~L--s=T""u=o=E~NTS!! 
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-, 
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS, 
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COL• 
LEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800 
243-2435. 
SWORD FIGHTERS GUILD Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in McKinne;' 
Hall. 
DELTA SIGMA Pl Professional Business Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. i· 
Lumpkin Hall 102. Wear professional attire. 
PRE-LAW SOCIETY Meeting Tuesday, February 18 at 2:30 p.m. ir· 
Coleman Hall. Planning for social and banquets. ' 
. STUDENT READING COUNCIL Using Non-Fiction Trade Books in tht. 
classroom, presented by Peggy Beck and Elda Euleke tonight at 7 p.m 
in Lumpkin 017. Registration due by February 17 for membership. · 
BLACK STUDENT UNION Candy can be picked up anytime today i~ 
the BSU office or call 2459. 
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Chapter prayer tonight e:. 
9 p.m. in the Kansas Room-MLK Union. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 12:05 p.m. at th1 
Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln. 
MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATORS CLUB Jr. High Dance tomorrow fror1> 
3:30 5 p.m. at CJHS. If you volunteer foicthis--eetklilyi+-will-eoont-a: ·~ 
one activity and it's really a fun time!! Also, there is a General Meeting 
tomorrow at 7 p.m. Any questions or concerns call Amy Casper at 581' 
3774. 
INDIGO Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Life Science 301. Mandator,, 
Meeting for all members and interested individuals. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Social Committee Meeting tonight at 8 p.m. i' 
Lawson Lobby. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY fu 
any non-profit camous organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi 
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Dai~ 
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE 01 
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted Iii; 
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Frida! 
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NO!' 
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible a 
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited la 
available space. 
Pw:zle by Sidney L Robbins 
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Bulls make Magic disappear with 110-89 win 
CHICAGO (AP) - Scottie 
Pippen had 22 points and 11 
assists and Michael Jordan 
added 19 points and I 0 assists 
as the Chicago Bulls defeated 
the stumbling Orlando Magic 
' 110-89 Sunday night. 
Toni Kukoc scored 20 points 
'.and Dennis Rodman pulled 
down 13 rebounds for the Bulls, 
who outrebounded Orlando 53-
30 in winning their 16th consec-
utive home game and improving 
their overall record to a league-
best 45-6. 
Including last season's sweep 
of Orlando in the Eastern 
Conference finals, the Bulls 
have won nine straight against 
the Magic. 
Chicago beat Orlando by the 
same score earlier in the season, 
when the Magic was without 
injured Anfernee Hardaway, 
Horace Grant and Nick 
Anderson. But Orlando had no 
excuse this time. 
Hardaway's 20 points weren't 
nearly enough to prevent the 
Magic from losing their fourth 
successive game since the All-
Star break, dropping their record 
to 24-24. 
Pippen was 10-of-l 7 from the 
floor and also had six rebounds 
and six steals. 
Jordan added eight rebounds, 
barely missing his first triple-
double since coming out of 
retirement 23 months ago. 
He also had four steals, mov-
ing him past Alvin Robertson 
into third place on the NBA 
career list with 2,113. 
The Bulls dominated the sec-
ond quarter, outrebounding the 
Magic 14-5, to take a 58-46 
halftime lead. 
Chicago had as many offen-
sive rebounds in the first half, 
12, as Orlando had total boards. 
Two 3-pointers by Ron 
Harper finished a 10-0 run that 
put Chicago ahead 70-52 in the 
third. 
Orlando followed with 10 
consecutive points, eight by 
Hardaway, to close within eight. 
But Jordan made two IS-footers 
to begin a 13-3 run that gave the 
Bulls an 83-65 lead early in the 
fourth. 
It is Orlando's the third losing 
streak of at least four games. 
Jeff Gordon wins Daytona 500 Rams' Phillips arrested 
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) - Jeff Gordon 
celebrated his Daytona 500 victory with tears in his 
eyes and a heartfelt message for his ailing car owner 
Rick Hendrick. 
At the same moment, Dale Earnhardt stood and 
· surveyed the wreckage of the car that was supposed 
to end his agonizing winless streak in NASCAR's 
greatest race. 
"We love you," Gordon told Hendrick by cell 
phone from Victory Lane. "'This one's for you." 
Hendrick, whose elite team finished 1-2-3 in 
Sunday's race, has leukemia and missed the 
Daytona 500 for the first time in 13 years. 
The 25-year-old Gordon became the youngest 
Daytona 500 winner, while Earnhardt, at 45, again 
fell to the jinx that has kept .him from winning the 
biggest Winston Cup race of them all in 19 tries. 
This time, it was a crash less than 12 laps from 
the end that left Earnhardt, a seven-time series 
champion with 70 victories in other races, shaking 
his head in dismay. 
.. ·~· ..... ! ...... , - _... ... ._, 
"Give me some room, I'd like to take a look at 
this car," Earnhardt said. 
He brought the battered Chevrolet in 31st after 
contending all the way to lap 189 of the 200-lap 
event. 
After Eamhardt's misfortune, Gordon snatched 
victory from two-time Daytona 500 winner Bill 
Elliott with a spectacular pass, winning the season-
opening race in only his fifth try. 
Earnhardt was running second to Elliott when it 
appeared he got too high on the banking running off 
turn two at the 2{-mile Daytona International 
Speedway. 
His Chevrolet smashed hard into the wall, ignit-
ing a melee in which defending and two-time 
Daytona winner Dale Jarrett and his Robert Yates 
Racing teammate, former champion Ernie Irvan, 
also were involved. 
"Gordon came up on me and the car pushed off 
the comer," said Earnhardt, seriously injured in a 
similar crash last July at Talladega, Ala. "I got into 
the wall, checked up, somebody hit me from behind. 
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - For the third time in three years, St. Louis 
Rams running back Lawrence Phillips is in trouble with the law after 
being arrested early Sunday following a disturbance at a hotel. 
Phillips, 21, was ticketed for disorderly conduct after police were 
called to the Red Lion hotel about 2:15 a.m. In a hotel room, authori-
ties found Phillips with five other men and several women having a 
party, Sgt. William Muldoon said. 
"He started getting belligerent with the officers, cursing and 
yelling, and it got to the point where we had to arrest him," 
Muldoon said. 
Muldoon would not say if there was alcohol in the room. He said 
a couple of the women had filed harassment charges against some of 
the men but would not say which men. 
Although disorderly conduct is a misdemeanor, Phillips was 
arrested, instead of just ticketed, because he does not live in the area, 
Muldoon said. 
Phillips was released on $50 bond, according to St. Louis Rams 
head coach Dick Vermeil, and is due back in court Tuesday. 
Vermeil called Phillips' actions a "disappointment. 
"It's a repeated behavioral pattern," Vermeil said. "He's going to 
end up depriving himself of the opportunity to play in the National 
li;;il'!l9B Iii;; Ti fi. ·1er risff 1At -:;i ·r · 1r.·.-----~------
AnnOUnCementS Announcements Personals Personals Personals Personals 
Advertise in the Daily Eastern 
News Classified Section . Call 
581-2812. 
_HA/00 
JOIN THE FUN AT ALUM FUN 
97-Mardi Gras party February 22 
LEARN TO PRESENT ON SEN-
SITIVE TOPICS, develop better 
communication skills, motivate 
others, and make a difference' 
Become a Peer Educator' Watch 
for times and dates of information 
BETH METKE, KON AND TINA 
HOGUE AND TONI KOZLOW-
ICZ, PHI EPSILON MU!!! Thank 
you for your involvement in Silent 
For A Day during AIDS 
Awareness Week-Holly Colet. 
ALANA DELGATTO OF ALPHA 
GAMMA DELTA: I hope you had 
a great Birthday. Love, Your 
Alpha Garn Sisters. 
, ________ 2/17 
TO ALL THE ALPHAS: Thank 
you so much for making our last 
formal in St Louis very memo-
rable for us! We love you and will 
miss you next year!! Alpha Love, 
Michelle, Heather and Beth. 
HEATHER SZURGOT: We hope 
you had a Happy 22nd Birthday 
and a great Formal! And you 
lasted till the wee hours this year' 
Yeah! Alpha Love. Michelle and 
Beth. 
------1• at Lake Land Colleae Field meetings. . 2/17 
HEY ALPHA GAMS: I hope you 
had an awesome time at formal! 
-------~----·- ____ 2/17 
------· .. ~ --- --~~----2/17 __ ,. _____ -~---- -- 2117 
~ONLY I 
1ising acti · 
:>The Da 
: DATE 
.ubmitted 
'for Frida 
:WILLN 
; illegible 
>e edited I 
House. 6:30 dinner. 7:30 EIU 
Jazz Band and other activities. 
$15 for alumni S20 for general 
public. Call 234-5329 lo~ tickets 
, _______ 2/19 
CANCUN TRIP FOR TWO: 3 
nights lodging at Oasis Hotel (4 
star hotel), RT air from St. Louis, 
transfer from airport to hotel. Tax 
included. All This for only $5? 
Find out how, Call Jay at 345-
________________ 2/17 
Personals 
--.....i• 3742. Raffle to benefit_L.ake.Land. 
TRICIA OLIVER: Hope your 
Valentine's Day was great! I'm 
looking forward to finally meet 
you! Love, Dad. 
_________ 2/17 
THE LADIES OF SIGMA KAPPA 
would like to thank the MEN OF 
· SIGMA CHI lor the-awesome 
breakfast they made! 
_________ 2/17 
THE BETA BETA PLEDGE 
CLASS OF ALPHA PHI would 
like to congratulate CINDY MOTT 
for getting lavaliered to CHRIS 
LAURET OF SIGMA NU! We are 
so excited that you are the first 
Beta Beta to get lavaliered!!! 
_________ .2117 
College Alumni Association. 
_________ 2/19 
WIN ONE YEAR COLLEGE 
TUITION.WAIVER-Full-time (not 
to exceed 30 hours) at Lake Land 
College. Raffle tickets $10 each. 
Tuition can be transferred to a 
person of winners choice. Call 
Jay at 345-3742 for information. 
-,.,..,-----,-,,,---,---,-----==-ccc--'2/21 
NEW ORLEANS TRIP FOR 
TWO: 3 nights lodging, RT air 
from St. Louis, transfers form air-
port to hotel, city tour or trolley 
ride river croise or admission to 
aquarium, lunch at Remoulades, 
cafe' aulait and beignets only $5? 
Find out how. Call Jay at 345-
3742. Raffle to benefit LAke LAnd 
College Alumni Association. 
_________ .2119 
BYRON: We hope you had a 
good Valentine's Day. Love you 
lots, Sig Kaps. 
_________ .2117 
KELLEY SPOTANSKI OF TRl-
SIGMA:You're doing a great job 
as president. Keep up the great 
work! Sigma Love, Kelley 
Spotanski. 
---,-,.......,----..,.--,--.,-,----,-,,,---,-·2117 
FORMAL WAS A BLAST ALPHA 
GAMS! 
--------- 2117 
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
official 
Official Notices are paid tor by the Office of University Publications. 
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator. 
FALL REGISTRATION--Students assigned to the Academic 
Assistance Center must make an appointment to register for Fall 1997 
term. Appointments may be made beginning Mondey, February 17. 
The appointment must be made in person. PHONE CALLS FOR 
APPOINTMENT DATES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. The Acadernic 
Assistance Center is located in Blair Hall, Room 100. Office hours are 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. NOTE: If you miss your 
initial advisement appointment, it will be rescheduled at the next avail-
able appointment time.-Mary Kelm, Director, Academic Assistance 
BUSINESS EDUCATION MEETING FEC, ELE, and MLE ADVISE-
MENT-All Early Childhood, Elementary and Middle Level Education 
majors planning to enroll in SU97 and/or FA97 classes or in student 
teaching are encouraged to attend an advisement session to be held 
Friday, February 21, in the University Union, Arcola-Tuscola Room, 
from 8:30 a.m. to noon. In addition, advisors will have a limited number 
of appointments available, especially for students new to the depart-
ment. Contact your advisor at IH, second floor, or by e-mail. All upper 
division EC, ELE and MLE classes must be waitlisted. Please do an 
inquiry with touchtone registration (581-6640) late in the semester to 
verify your classes.-Dr. Carol Helwig, Chair, EC, ELE, MLE 
Mon'day, February 17, 1997 The Daily Eastern News 
Women's track team takes fourth at Purdue 
By DENISE RENFRO 
Staff writer 
Several personal records were 
set at this weekend's 
personal records were set, that 
was good to see," he said. 
One of the top individual fin-
ishes of the meet was by Keisha 
Dunlap. 
Kendra Pickens finished eighth 
with a time of 62.55 
• Godi Milas finished in fifth 
place in the 600 meter with a 
run of 143.68 
Boilermaker Invitational 
women's indoor track meet at 
Purdue University. 
The women competed against 
teams from Purdue, Western 
Michigan and Iowa. 
Eastern finished in fourth 
place with 38 points and Purdue 
won the meet with 155.5 points. 
Western Michigan received 128 
points and Iowa received 85. 
She received fourth place in 
the shot put and achieved a per-
sonal record with a throw of 41 
feet 7 3/4 inches. 
Dunlap finished second in the 
20-pound weight throw and 
achieved a personal record with 
50 feet 7 1/4 inches. 
helps her enthu-
siasm with the 
new technique -
she's turning 
out to be quite a 
competitor for 
us." 
Rachel 
Schwartzkopf 
also placed in 
the shotput with 
a toss of 38 feet 
Cristen 
Conrad 
8 3/4 inches. Schwartzkopf fin-
ished in fifth place in the 20-
pound weight throw with a toss 
of 47 feet 9 inches. 
In the same event Vicki 
Sleezer finished in fifth place 
with a leap of 16 feet 4 3/4 
inches for a personal record. 
Sleezer also set a personal 
record and finished in eighth 
place in the 55 meter with a 
time of 9.32. 
Other individual standouts in 
the meet include: 
• In the 200 meter dash 
Tiffany Cheatham finished in 
sixth place with a time of 24. 7. 
• Gina Arinyanontakoon fin-
ished eighth in the same event 
with a time of 27.12. 
• The sprint medley relay 
team, with runners Tiffany 
Cheatham, Arinyanontakoon, 
Serra Morton and Cristen 
Conrad, received fourth place 11 
with a time of 417.69. The relay c 
consists of two 200 meter runs, u 
a 400 meter run and an 800 's 
meter finish. 
"All in all it was a very com-
petitive meet, there were a lot of 
good times and distances," head 
coach John Craft said. "Several 
"Dunlap did an outstanding 
job," Craft said. "She just 
learned a new technique with 
the spin style, she's been work-
ing on it all year and it was real-
ly gratifying to see her have a 
great measure of success. It 
Kendra Pickens finished in 
seventh place in the long jump 
with a jump of 15 feet 7 1/4 
inches. 
• Jennie Hannah jumped for 5 
feet 1 inch in the high jump. 
• In the 400 meter dash 
The women's team will con- F 
tinue practicing for the Ohio S 
Valley Conference meet that 
will take place at the Lantz a 
Field House this weekend. 1 
Men's track team has strong weekend showing 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Sports editor 
Eastern's men's track team closed out 
the indoor regular season over the week-
end with a meet at Purdue University and 
head coach Tom Akers was pleased with 
the way his team performed in what was 
used as somewhat of a tuneup for the con-
ference meet. 
take place this weekend at the Lantz Field 
House where the men's team will shoot 
for its third straight indoor conference 
title. 
Akers added that he was pleased with 
how the team members supported each 
other at the meet since he said thatsupport 
is important at the conference meet. 
Mike McBride took second place in the 
600 meter run, crossing the line with a 
time of 1:20.85. Akers said there were 
also several third-place performers at the 
event. 
John Davis claimed third in the weight 
throw with a toss of 48 feet, 4 inches 
while Joe Rigaud took third in the long· 
jump with a leap of 22 feet 3 inches. 
event while Jason Anhalt finished right 
behind him with a time of 4: 19 .40 in the 
mile run. Anhalt's time was also a season 
best. 
In the pole vault, Mike Quinlan record-
ed a distance of 15 feet, 5 and 3/4 inches 
to finish fifth. Tom Marchese took seventh 
in the pole vault with a distance of 14 feet. 
Regarding the upcoming conference 
meet, Akers said the competition will be a 
lot stiffer than it was in the Mid-Continent 
c 
n 
t 
s 
8 
s 
0 "There was a lot of tough competition 
at the meet," Akers said Sunday night. 
"Purdue is a real strong team and I 
thought our guys had some real good per-
formances. We moved some people 
around and I think the team is ready to go 
out there and challenge for the conference 
title next weekend." 
"The main thing i~ that our guys started 
to root each other on at the meet and they 
did that more than they have all year 
long," Akers said. 
Ray Helms snagged third place in the 
high hurdles with a time of 7.71 seconds 
and the 4-by-400 relay team of McBride, 
Kurt McAffee, Helms and Marcus Carter 
took third by crossing the finish line with 
a time of 3:24.67. 
Conference. C 
Cameron Mabry was one of those ath-
letes that performed well at the meet, tak-
ing second place in the 55 meter run with 
a time of 6.40 seconds while placing sec-
ond in the triple jump event - his first 
time competing in it - with a leap of 46 
The Ohio Valley Conference meet will feet, 6 1/2 inches. · 
Akers was also impressed with 
McBride's performance in the mile run, as 
McBride crossed the line with a season-
best time of 4: 16.53 to finish fifth in the 
"Our team is ready for the challenge but T 
the competition is going to be a lot ( 
tougher than it was in the Mid-Con. We 
won the Mid-Con title by over 100 points a, 
last year. This year 15 points is probably 
going to separate the top four teams in the si 
conference meet." 
REPEL frompagel2 
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we just had to practice it in practice Sunday." 
Eastern had four players in double figures with Lee 
leading the way with a game-high 23 points. Garbova 
added 22 points while senior forward Sarah Probst 
added 16. The other player to score in double figures 
was Hendrix who contributed 12 points. 
Lady Parithers,'·and they would never give tip the lead. 
The biggest lead of the half was 11 points, which the 
Lady Panthers had after sophomore center Amanda 
Garretson hit a layup to put them up 37-26. 
., The biggest lead the 
0
Lad,f Panthe'rs had11il'tlte secbrfd (' l i 
half was when Lee made two free throws to put the 
Panthers up 78-56. 
After the Panthers took the 22-point lead, the Lady 
Raiders went on a 15-3 run to cut the lead to nine. Elder scored the last four points of the half to cut the 
lead to 37-30. Courtney Neeley scored seven points in this run 
Beaty led the Lady Raiders with 20 points while 
guards Cortney Neeley and Carlita Elder each added 16 
points. 
After a jumper by Beaty cut the lead to seven at 47-
40, the Lady Panthers went on a 12-0 run to give them a 
19-point lead. Seven of those 12 points were scored by 
Probst while Garbova hit a three-pointer. 
while Beaty added five. 
The Panthers held off the Lady Raiders' last effort 
and two free throws by junior guard Jess Laska ended 
A jumper by Garbova started off the scoring for the 
DOMINANCE frompage12' 
Panthers up 27-0. In the third to 
last match, Curtis Owen ( 177) 
was pinned and the Golden 
Eagles put their first points on 
the board. 
After some quick matches 
because of the falls, the last two 
matches of the meet went down 
to the wire. Graham Witt ( 190, 
5-10), another Panther who has 
seen limited action this year, 
was unable to capitalize on his 
opportunity like Randolph. 
Witt lost 3-1 in overtime. 
Heavyweight Pete Kolzow 
(11-15) also took his match to 
overtime but managed to come 
up with a 2-1 tie breaker win 
and brought the final score to 
30-9 in favor of the Panthers. · 
McCausland said last we'ek 
against SIU-Edwardsville his 
team did not maintain their 
focus and intensity throughout 
the match and they needed to 
work on that. 
"We wrestled well but didn't 
keep the intensity the full seven 
minutes," McCausland said. 
"That's something that's got to 
increase. 
"With one match left (for the 
season) we're put in a situation 
to prepare ourselves physically 
and mentally (for regionals)." 
the game. 
Hoosiers tip Wolverines 84-81 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) - It's not easy for a "This has not been a teilm that has i:eally pa.jct at):en-
fresh!nan to ~~pr~ss,}3pb ,I<nigh! .. f}In,iost imp9ssible.,. , · .• tion ~o detajls," Knight said. ''.Arid wheri ~'kid \v,hcris a 
That .makes A.J Guyton' s performance ag&inst freshman who - Most kids who had his shot would 
Michigan all the more remarkable. ' have taken it. Instead, he shot-faked, got set and hit the 
Guyton scored 31 points as Indiana stormed back shot. 
from an 18-point halftime deficit Sunday and beat No. "For him to shot-fake, set and hit the shot, that's as 
14 Michigan 84-81 in overtime. good a play as you're going to see a kid make." 
"It's something that hasn't happened to me since Guyton, who scored just five points in the first half, 
high school," Guyton said. "It felt real good." made a jumper in the lane that gave Indiana (20-7, 7-6 
Indiana trailed by 18 at halftime but closed quickly Big Ten) an 83-81 lead with 26.1 seconds remaining in 
in the second half. overtime. Andrae Patterson finished it with a free 
The Hoosiers, who had lost three straight in Crisler throw with 5.4 seconds left. 
Arena, pulled within two several times, but didn't catch Patterson, who had missed Indiana's previous two. 
up until Guyton's 3-pointer with 2.1 seconds left in games with a sprained right ankle, scored 14 points in 
regulation tied it 75-75. 26 minutes off the bench. · 
Knight, who has coached the Hoosiers to three Guyton, whose previous high was 24 against Ohio 
NCAA championships, could hardly believe what he State, made two 3-pointers in the final minute of regu-
was seeing. lation to force overtime. 
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By JOSH HARBECK 
Associate sports editor 
The Panthers look to end their 
two-game slide tonight wpen 
Tennessee Tech invades Lantz 
Gym at 7:35 p.m. 
Eastern (8- 7 in the Ohio 
! Valley Conference, 11-12) has 
'lost its last two games by a total 
of 52 points, and have shot well 
under its season average for the 
season. 
important because you have to 
hit your shots because of his 
(Coleman's) presence in the mid-
dle." 
Samuels said the Panthers will 
see times when Coleman is not in 
the game. 
"Fortunately for us he's not a 
guy who plays the full 40 min-
utes," he said. 
"If we can just get our shoot-
ing touch back we'll feel better 
about ourselves." 
in the same 
fight as the 
Panthers - the 
fight for the 
top four spots 
in the confer-
ence tourna-
ment. 
1991 l'IEN'S 
Basketball 
TEAM 
Austin Peay 
Middle Tennessee 
Murray State 
Tennessee Tech 
Eastern Illinois 
Southeast Missouri 
Tennessee State 
Eastern Kentucky 
Tennessee-Martin 
Morehead State 
o&: 
CllDVAUEI 
CONFERENCE 
Conf. Overall 
11-5 14-12 
10-6 17-10 
10-6 15-9 
10-6 15-10 
8-7 11-12 
7-8 10-15 
7-8 9-15 
6-10 8-16 
5-10 8-16 
4-11 6-17 
"We have to be 
consistent, espe-
cially since we 
are going on the 
road." 
Tech is an 
even 5-5 on the 
road this season, 
and Harrell said 
corning to Lantz 
will not be an 
easy task. 
The Panthers have seen their 
share of success this season. 
Eastern was alone at the top of 
the OVC before falling into fifth 
place. 
Poor shooting has fueled the 
Eastern slide, and the slide has 
continued through the weekend. 
Conversely, Tech has been on 
a bit of a roll, beating second 
place Middle Tennessee and third 
place Murray State last week. 
A 77-65 loss at Southeast 
Missouri State Saturday was its 
only setback. 
Of course, according to 
'Panther head coach Rick 
1 Samuels, shooting will be a big 
·• art of Eastern's attack tonight 
1 
against the Golden Eagles (9-7, 
1 13-11). 
1 "With (7 foot 2 inch senior 
center Lorenzo) Coleman in the 
1middle we are going to have 
trouble attacking the basket," 
! Samuels said. 
On the season, Coleman is 
scoring 16.3 points per game on 
62 percent shooting from the 
field. 
His presence in the middle has 
also been felt on the defensive 
end, as he has recorded 103 
blocks this season. 
Tech head 
coach Frank 
Harrell said his 
team needs to 
improve on 
consistency to 
get a home 
playoff game. 
"Right now 
our team has 
been some-
what inconsis-
tent and we're 
trying to get 
better before 
the tourney 
starts," he said. 
Saturday's results 
Middle Tenn. 77, EIU 55 
Austin Peay 72, Tennessee State 62 
E. Kentucky 77, Tenn.-Martin 69 
Murray State 82, Morehead 70 
Tennessee Tech 85, Southeast 67 
"Eastern is a 
pretty solid team 
and their guys 
get the ball to 
the right spots," 
he said. 
"Samuels has 
done a great job 
with his team 
and Eastern has· 
been competitive 
throughout the 
season." 
And with Coleman in the mid-
dle, Tech will be difficult to han-
dle. 
"Coleman is going to be a big 
factor for them and we will have 
to help out on him," Eastern 
guard Chad Peckinpaugh said. 
"They also have a lot of good 
spot up shooters and they are 
playing really well right now." 
As a team, the Panthers have 
48 blocks on the year. 
Monday's games 
Tennessee Tech @ EIU 
"Our shooting is going to be 
The Golden Eagles, winners of 
two of their last three games) are 
E. Kentucky @ Murray State 
Middle Tenn. @ SEMO 
Morehead St. @ Tenn-Martin 
' 
:women's team hopes to make it two in a row 
I By DREW GRANGER 
. Staff writer 
1 The Lady Panthers will put their share 
1of fourth place in the Ohio Valley 
1 
onference on the line against Tennessee 
1 
ech at 5 p.m. Monday in Lantz 
I • 
, Gymnasmm. 
Eastern is coming off a 85-75 win 
, against Middle Tennessee Saturday. 
' With that win, the Lady Panthers 
I snapped a three game losing streak. 
, The win brings the Lady Panthers to 
: ithin one game of the .500 mark. 
~astern is 7-8 in the OVC and 11-12 1 verall. ! Tech will bring a conference record of 
\ 0-5 into Monday's game. The Golden 
1 aglettes are 13-10 overall. 
I The last time these two met, Eastern 
; ame away with a 68-66 win. 
Freshman center Diane Seng scored 19 
,points on 7-of-10 shooting from the floor 
to lead the Golden Eaglets. 
; Freshmen center Collin Carmicheal 
: ame off the bench to hit 5-of5 from the 
floor for 10 points in 20 
minutes of play. 
Four lady Panthers 
scored in double-digits. 
Junior Forward Barbora 
Garbova led all scorers 
with 22 points. 
Senior forward Sarah 
Probst scored 14 points, 
junior guard Nora Hendrix 
put in 12 points and junior 
center Allison Lee rounded 
out Eastern 's top scorers 
with 11 points. 
Eastern went primarily 
with their starters. 
"I have confidence in 
our bench," Eastern head 
coach John Klein said. 
"We didn't use our bench 
all that much the first time, 
but I'm confident that they 
can do the job." 
Eastern was out-shot by 
the Golden Eaglettes from 
the floor but were more· 
1991 
WOMEN'S 
Basketball 
Eastern Kentucky 
Austin Peay 
Tennessee Tech 
Eastern Illinois 
Morehead State 
Tennessee State 
Murray State 
Tennessee Martin 
Middle Tennessee 
SEMO 
T 
1o&: 
CllDVAUEI 
CONfEl.ENCE 
E A M 
14-2 19-5 
13-3 17-8 
10-5 13-10 
7-8 11-12 
7-8 9-14 
7-9 11-13 
6-9 9-14 
5-10 6-17 
5-11 7-19 
3-12 5-18 
Saturday's Results 
EIU 85, Middle Tenn. St. 75 
E. Kentucky 85, Tenn-Martin 69 
Austin Peay 72, Tenn. State 62 
Murray St. 82, Morehead St. 70 
Tenn. Tech 85, SEMO 67 
Moday's games 
Tennessee Tech @ EIU 
E. Kentucky @ Murray State 
Middle Tenn. @ SEMO 
Morehead St. @ Tenn-Martin 
accurate behind the 
arc. 
Though Tech hit .456 
from the floor com-
pared to Eastern' s 
.436, the Lady 
Panthers hit 4-of-10 
for 40 percent from 
the floor against 
Tech's 3-18 from long 
range. 
Klein thinks the 
Golden Eaglettes are 
a versatile team. 
"They have a bal-
anced team," he said. 
"They have a fresh-
man post player 
who's very good. 
They try to work the 
ball into her, but they 
can hurt you from the 
outside. They're one 
of the top three teams 
in the conference." 
Tech is led in scor-
ing by Seng. Seng is a two-time OVC 
Rookie of the Week. She leads the con-
ference in shooting percentage, and leads 
her team in scoring by more than 100 
points. 
Tech' s sophomore forward Amber 
Clark not only leads the team in rebounds 
with 145 this season, but is their biggest 
threat from behind the arc pitting on 57 
percent of her threes. ~l 
Lady Panther players lfre confident 
they will be able to repeat,. eir past suc-
cess against Tech. • 
"Its a big game and I th 1 were going 
to step up to challenge,".· unior center 
Allison Lee said. \1q 
"I think we're going to~ do real well 
against them." 
Junior guard Chris Bochnak thinks 
Eastern will need a strong effort to be 
successful. 
"We're going to havelo play real 
well," she said."Our defense is going to 
have to step up in the post.''·: 
After Monday's game, the Lady 
Panthers have two games left. [RC::>B frompagel2_. ____________________ .....,_. ____________________________________________________________ _ 
19-10 advantage with eight minutes 
left in the first half of action while 
holding the Panthers to just one 
·umper during the first 12 minutes 
;of play. 
The Blue Raiders continued to 
shoot well, taking advantage of the 
anthers' shooting woes, in build-
ing up a 24-14 lead with 5:23 left. 
Eastern did c;ome alive later in the 
first half on jumpers by Marc Polite 
and John Smith and a trey by Kaye, 
but Middle Tennessee was able to 
!'Mll\lD 
(Paint NClt lnclucled) 
466-6994 
KKK-46 6-6 994 
.r--•OIVMI-" 
4rh & Madison 
Charleston, II 
~UD.Y"'~cenn"' W:il©l re 
345-3623 
Dave Isbell - BROKER 
counter each time to hang on for a 
13-point halftime lead. 
"They gave us opportunities to 
get back into the game but we 
didn't take advantage of those 
opportunities," forward Idris Osei-
Agyernan said. "We had been win-
ning games with our defense and 
our offense would come from that. 
It's not working that way right 
now." 
Besides accurate shooting from 
the field, the Blue Raiders also hit 
from beyond the arc, nailing six 
treys on eight attempts in the first 
half while the Panthers managed to 
make just one three-pointer in nine 
attempts. Middle Tennessee fin-
ished the game shooting 50 percent 
from three-point land while Eastern 
connected on only 22 percent of its 
three-point attempts. 
It looked as if the Panthers would 
get back into the game early in the 
second half, trimming the Blue 
Raider lead to eight at 36-28 on a 
Friends 
&(0\~ 
Monday, February 17 
Absolut ~ Tanqueray Martinis 
only $2.50! 
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trey and a lay-in by Peckinpaugh. 
Middle Tennessee went back in 
front by 13 with 15 minutes to play 
before two straight treys by Osei-
Agyeman made the score 45-36. 
But Middle Tennessee's offense 
proved to be too much for Eastern, 
as another Panther scoring drought 
helped the Blue Raiders build a 60-
44 lead with 8:37 left in the game. 
Five straight points by Polite did 
pull Eastern to within 11 with seven 
minutes to go but Middle 
r,'r 
Tennessee casted a three-minute 
cold spell on the Panthers that left 
Eastern facing a 72-'52 deficit with 
3:14 left. A lay-in by Peckinpaugh 
and a one free throw by Kurt Cuffie 
was all the Panthers could manage 
from that point, as the Blue Raiders 
finished off the 22-point win. 
"We had a little life in the second 
half but Middle hit two threes in a 
row that hurt us," Samuels said. 
"Our offense just isn't as crisp as it 
was." 
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Raiders rob Panthers of victory 
Eastern falls 
. 
to fifth place 
in the OVC 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Sports.editor 
Dropping an 83-53 decision 
to Tennessee-Martin Thursday 
night left the Panthers with two 
options going into their game 
with Middle Tennessee. 
Beat the Blue Raiders and 
possibly regain possession of 
fourth place or lose and fall out 
of contention for the conference 
title. 
Eastern chose the latter 
Saturday afternoon at Lantz 
Gym and Middle Tennessee 
cruised to a 77-55 victory in 
front of a weekend crowd of 
2,375. 
"Our offense just isn't click-
ing right now," sophomore point 
guard Chad Peckinpaugh, who 
led the team with 15 points , 
said. "We don't have the same 
rhythm we had before . We're 
getting the shots, they' re just 
not going down." 
~hooting was a problem once 
again for an Eastern team that 
came into Saturday's tilt shoot-
ing just 36 percent from the 
• Men hoopsters aim to 
halt two-game slide 
against Tennessee Tech 
tonight. 
floor over its last five games. 
The Panthers managed to con-
nec t on just seven of its 25 
attempts in the first half (28 per-
cent) while the Blue Raiders hit 
on 12-of-22 shots (54 percent) 
en route to building a 36-23 
halftime lead. 
With the setback, the 
Panthers, on a two-game tum-
ble, sit in fifth place in the Ohio 
Valley Conference with a mark 
of 8-7 and have an overall 
record of 11-12. 
The loss also · leaves the 
Panthers with just two wins in 
their last seven games. 
For the game, Eastern hit only 
31 percent of its shots compared 
to Middle Tennessee finishing 
the game with a shooting per-
centage of 48.3. 
IBE MASAYUKV Staff photograp 
Eastern point guard Chad Peckinpaugh (in white) plays defense against Middle Tennessee's Mario Dunc 
during Saturdays 77-55 loss at home. The Panthers shot just 31 percent in the loss and fell to fifth place in 
the Ohio Valley Conference. Eastern hosts Tennessee Tech tonight at 7:35 p.m. in 1.Antz Gym. 
For the Blue Raiders (10-6 in 
the O)'C, l Jc lO O"\let'llll) it was 
their fourth victory in their last 
five games, and they trail con-
ference-leading Austin Peay 
(11-5 in the OVC, 14-12 over-
all) by just one game. 
Panther head coach Rick 
Samuels discussed his team's 
shooting problems. 
Beside's Peckinpaugh's 15 
points_. ~uard }lick Kay~ )Ya& .~ 
ftnly other player in double fig .. 
ures with 13 points. 
was pleased with the way his 
team play~ but did .nq!. w.ant .to 
take anything away ·f.ntm11the 
Panthers. 
team is a lot like Eastern 
be~au~c~ oµr ,~µength1 is .. p . 
perimeter shooting! Fortunate 
for us, our shots were falling." "Somebody made the baskets 
smaller on us," Samuels said. 
"We need a good shooting night 
because we' re deflated right 
now." 
Middle Tennessee head coach 
Randy Wiel, whose team com-
pleted a season sweep of the 
Panthers with Saturday's win, 
"They had their shooting 
problems, . but I really like the 
way they play team basketball," 
\_Viel said. "The makeup of our 
Middle Tennessee' s offen 
began clicking early on, as t 
Blue Raiders pieced together 
See ROB page 11 
Lady hoopsters repel Raiders, win 85-7 
By MATT WILSON 
SWtwriter 
The Lad)< Panther basketball team put 
an end to its three-game skid Saturday 
afternoon at Lantz, defeating Middle 
Tennessee 85-75. 
"We executed a lot better than we did 
on the road," junior center Allison Lee 
said. 
"We picked up the defense, and a lot 
of our offense comes from the defense. 
We had gotten away from the defense on 
the road, but we got it back tonight." 
Panther head coach John Klein agrees 
with Lee. 
"We played good defense and that set 
the tone for the game," he said. "We 
played good intense defense from the 
start." 
The final game in the three-game skid 
was a 69-66 loss to Tennessee-Martin 
Thursday on the road. 
The Panthers were led in scoring in 
that game by junior guard Nora Hendrix 
and junior forward Barbora Garbova who 
had 15 points each. 
Lee and freshman center Leah Aldrich 
each had seven rebounds to lead the team 
in the loss to the Skyhawks. 
Even though the Lady Panthers (7-8 in 
the Ohio Valley Conference, 11-12 over-
all) committed 31 turnovers in Saturday's 
game, they made up for it in other places. 
One of the areas they dominated was 
rebounding, winning the battle of the 
boards 44-31. 
Lee lead the Panthers with nine 
rebounds while junior g uard Chris 
Bochnak added six. 
The Panthers held Jessica Beaty, the 
sixth-leading rebounder in the OVC, to 
only six rebounds. 
Because the other two point guards got 
in foul trouble, Bochnak saw some play-
• Lady Panthers go for second 
straight win tonight against 
Tennessee Tech. 
STORY page 11 
ing time. 
"Coach played me in practice yester-
day and when I got in the game I wanted 
to give the team some intensity," she 
said. 
According to Lee, one of the reasons 
for the rebounding edge was the physical 
play under the basket. 
"I've been in games that are a lot mo 
physical and a lot of teams are physic 
she said. 
"What you have to do is hang in th 
and play physical with them." 
One of the catises for the 31 turno 
was the press that Middle Tennessee 
on the Panthers. 
"We've been working on the pr 
each practice and each game we get 
ter," Bochnak said. "I hope that te 
press us so we can take it right to the 
Klein was not totally impressed w' 
the way his team reacted to the press. 
"We could have done a better job 
it's just something that we didn't do -
good job on our pressure breaker," 
said. 
"It's nothing we're concerned a 
See REPEL page 10 
Grapplers continue dominance of opponent 
Marquette becomes 
latest Panther victim 
By CHAD MERDA 
Staff writer 
improved their season record to 4-5. The Golden Eagles 
saw their record drop to 3-4. 
The victory was important for the Panthers because 
the Golden Eagles are in the Panthers' regional tourna-
ment. 
"We're set up real well for regionals," head Panther 
coach Ralph McCausland said. "We've wrestled all the 
teams in our regional except for one." 
Tim Stringer (142, 16-7) came through with an 
win. 
Bucky Randolph (150, 8-10) has seen limited ac • 
this year but of late has proven what a valuable asset 
is to the team. 
For the second week in a row he filled in for inj 
stricken Mark Pereda. 
The Panther wrestling squad is looking much differ-
ent from earlier in the season - they are winning. 
Dave Pena (118, 15-3) got his Panthers off to a quick 
lead for the second time in two weeks with a win via pin 
at the 2:03 marlc;. 
Randolph capitalized on his opportUnity by bringi 
forth a 9-2 win for the Panthers. Last week he ~hut 
his opponent 7-0. 
No. 3 ranked Matt Hughes (158, 31-2) won his 
ond match in a row. Hughes won by fall at the 2: 
mark. 
Not only are they winning but they are dominating. 
For the second week in a row they held their oppo-
nents to single digits. On Sunday the Panthers traveled 
to Marquette and sent the Golden Eagles to defeat by a 
score of 30-9. 
The Panthers have now won their last four meets and 
They then proceeded to win the next six matches. 
Tom Combes (126, 10-12) had a decisive 10-3 victory 
and John Wells (134, 13-9) bounced back with a win 
after going down to defeat last week against Southern 
Illinois University-Edwardsville. 
Tim Duggan (167, 9 - 15 ) won 4- 1 and putt 
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